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The final line-up
Stuart Reffold – Lead Vocals & Harmonica
Pete Oliver - Lead Guitar & Vocals
John Enever - Drums
Joe Dunn - Bass Guitar & Vocals
Mike Dunn - Manager
*Notes from Pete:
In the early Summer of 1964, Anderton's music shop opened in Guildford. Soon
afterwards the shop created a notice board; so that bands could advertise
vacancies and budding musicians could show their availability too.
Within a few days the notice board was covered with notices - they were three or
four deep ! 1964 was probably the peak year for band creation.
Over the years, it became so useful to have a top music shop like Anderton’s
nearby, where purchases could be made after closing time if you were on the way
to a gig and needed last minute mikes, new cables, strings and the like.
I had intended trying to start a new band back then, but soon realised that it would
be far more practical to look for an existing band to join. Anderton's board had a
notice saying that ‘The Rivals’ needed a rhythm guitarist. I called the number on
the card and spoke to Nick Doggett (the leader at that time). I arrived for a first
rehearsal on 11 July 1964 - mine must have been the only response. I understood
that the band was made up of Nick Doggett, Stuart Reffold, Bruce Bunting and
an unknown bass player. They had not been together for very long, but they had
some school or youth club connections.
The existing members were all from the Godalming area in Surrey, so I was a bit
of an ‘outsider’ coming from Guildford. Rehearsals were held on a Sunday
afternoon in the hall of the Baptist Church in Queen Street, Godalming (that
church building has since been replaced with an ultra-mod structure, but original
parts of the hall are possibly still hidden in there). There were two Rivals’ gigs
booked for September. The first one was a wedding in Elstead on 5th September
1964.
Godalming Baptist church & hall now

The second gig was in the Godalming Youth Centre on 12th September 1964. It
was not a very good gig for us; as we only had one small amplifier and the
booking was more of an interval slot, where we were asked to play about half a
dozen numbers.
At the last minute, Nick had to phone Paul (from the Cutaways) to ask if we
could borrow their equipment. Their guys arrived in force and set everything up
for us, but of course we had no idea how to use it ! They had no spare microphone
for the piano, so it was played acoustically. That in itself created the impossible
task of trying to match the volume from the amplifiers, so there was blood on the
keyboard by the end of that session !
Some serious thought and planning was required, if The Rivals were to make any
progress. By that time Nick and I were working in London, so I was able to meet
him occasionally. I suggested that if we wanted to be taken seriously as a band,
we would have to get the right level of gear. One lunchtime we went over to
Jennings (JMI) at 100 Charing Cross Road and I left a deposit on a reconditioned
Vox AC30.
This lack of practise and cohesion effectively broke up the existing band as it
was. Nick placed a new advertisement in Anderton's for a rhythm guitarist and a
bass player. It’s possible that Joe Dunn had a notice of his own there as a bass
player looking for a band. Within a few weeks Roy Norris and Joe Dunn became
members of The Rivals. However, the band were not allowed to use the Queen
Street premises to practise for very long. We ended up with nowhere to practise
at all until Farncombe Youth Club gave us a home for a couple of afternoons
before they too closed their doors.
At that point The Rivals would probably have folded up, with nowhere to
rehearse until Joe's parents came to the rescue by saying that we could use their
dining room at Cranmore Cottage in Cranmore Lane, West Horsley for the
purpose. An all-day rehearsal there was scheduled for 28 December 1964.

During the practise session a friend of Joe’s called David Cawson dropped by to
see what we were doing. He quite liked what he heard; although he later admitted
that he was tone-deaf. He offered us the chance to play at a party at his parent’s
house in Kiln Lane in Ripley on New Year's Eve 1964/1965. His parents lived
quite near to Eric Clapton’s house.
Kiln House, Kiln Lane, Ripley

The New Year’s Eve party went well for The Rivals and at last, they were up
and running. However, we would never have been able to become a
gigging band without Joe doing the driving - as he was the only one of us who
had a license. Within quite a short period of time, we acquired a second-hand,
light blue dormobile van from a garage in London’s East End through Joe’s
brother Mike.
Mike soon became the unofficial Manager of the Rivals and occasional driver at
that stage. Joe did most of the driving to the gigs and rehearsals for the whole
life of the band.
The original band relied on commercial sheet music for every number played in
the Autumn of 1964, with no deviation. But this was adjusted with the new band
where everything was played from memory and with flexible sequencing of
songs to suit the mood of the occasion. By March 1965 the bookings were
starting to come in and we mostly played at the Cygnet Coffee Bar and the
Tunsgate Club in Guildford. We visited the newly established Harvest Moon
Club too.
Our first venture outside our local area was to the Great Eastern Hotel in London
in March 1965.

Great Eastern Hotel 1965. Roy (out of picture) Nick (drums), Stuart, Joe & Pete

In May 1965, John Enever replaced Nick Doggett as The Rivals drummer. At the
time when John was first associated with the band he was impressed by the vocal
backing. At the time most local bands didn’t bother too much with vocal backing.
Autumn 1965. Roy, Stuart, John, Joe & Pete on the ‘Sheepleas’ in West Horsley

Practice at Cranmore Cottage - Autumn 1965

In November 1965 Roy Norris left The Rivals.

Joe, Stuart, John and Pete

In the early days when we had a rehearsal followed by a gig, Joe's mother used
to prepare industrial quantities of Spaghetti Bolognaise; so that we didn’t feel
hungry during the gig. We were well looked after. She was very fond of what
she called the "telephone song" and often asked us to play it during rehearsals. It
was ‘Tell Me’ (you're coming back) – by the Rolling Stones. ‘Summertime
Blues’ was a favourite of hers too. Meanwhile, if you were planning on phoning
Cranmore Cottage on East Horsley 2397 on a Thursday evening, you had better
not do it during ‘The Man From U.N.C.L.E.’ or you could upset Joe !
Joe, Pete, Stuart and John

*Notes from Stuart Reffold:
In our heyday live music was the norm. Village hall dances, house parties, clubs
etc.
Our Bedford Dormobile van with the Group’s name displayed on the side,
became covered by adoring messages in lipstick.
I remember playing at The Shoreline in Bognor in June 1966; it was a teenager's
hotel - awash with substances 😉 ! Other memories were the Ramjam Club in
Brixton in May 1966 and Sunday night’s at The Tunsgate Club with a £6 fee ! I
recall playing at Guildford’s Cygnet Café in Millmead - which had a ‘Bel Ami’
jukebox belting out R&B - like “boom boom” with John Lee Hooker. Chaps in
oilskin macs were all the rage too.
Mike our Manager took us to Moffat’s outfitters in Guildford and we were kitted
out in white polo neck shirts and glittery gold and black striped jeans (but not for
long though !).
We made a recording of ‘Now I’m Gone’ at Cranmore Cottage. Pete wrote the
song and the lyrics may have been edited courtesy of Joe’s mother.

*Notes from John Enever:
I met Joe with my brother Nigel at the summer job - digging out a swimming
pool manually to earn a few ‘bob’ from a Mrs Jefferies in a smart area of
Worplesdon. I think Joe must have mentioned to Nigel about their looking for
another drummer; and my name came up.
I do remember the band coming to see me play (with Nigel's band) at Merrow
village hall. You must have liked the drumbeat; because the next thing I
remember is rehearsing with you all at Cranmore Cottage.
You were all very friendly and we sounded pretty good and had a professional
approach. I was sixteen then I believe Stuart was only fifteen; but Stuart and I
became close friends. We went on holiday a couple of times. I remember a few
of the regular gigs; the Harvest Moon and the Tunsgate Club. There were various
well known London night clubs too (auditions initially - but sometimes rebooked).
After a gig at the Ram Jam club in Brixton one Sunday afternoon, we picked up
some girls who had never been outside of London. They had come to watch us
play. Afterwards we took them back to Guildford in the van and they admitted
that they had NEVER seen cows in fields before then ! They marvelled at them
as we sped back through the Surrey countryside.
We had a good female following locally and some of them used to bring along
"gonks" to the shows that they presumably had made by themselves. They were
very exciting and mainly innocent times. I can only add that I was proud and
pleased to play with The Rivals.
To Joe, thank you for driving the van and thanks to his brother Mike for
organising the band and getting the gigs.

*Notes from Joe Dunn:
I was sitting on the grass in the grounds of Guildford Technical College in the
Summer of 1964 with a fellow student called Nigel Enever. We were in the same
academic year and were midway through a Business Studies course. Many years
later in 2009 Nigel wrote a book called ‘Guildford - The Rock’n’Roll years’. I
am most grateful to him for kindly supplying a few memories later in this review.
There was the usual pressure of “What will you do when you grow up?” in the
back of both of our minds. Frankly, I had absolutely no idea ! But the live music
of the 1960’s was gathering speed at a fast rate in Britain and we both found
ourselves wanting to get involved.

Nigel showed me some chords on a guitar that he'd brought to the College on
that day. In early October 1964 I answered an advertisement in Anderton’s Music
shop for a bass player. I’d never even held a bass guitar, but I knew that they
only had four strings instead of six; so I thought it must be easier to play !
I decided to apply and got the position advertised. It wasn’t because I had any
skill, but more because a newly formed group called The Rivals needed someone
to play bass for them pretty urgently.
That’s where it all began. I acquired a cheap bass guitar, a 50-watt Linear
Conchord 50watt valve amplifier and constructed a loudspeaker cabinet with the
great help of Roy Norris; the new rhythm guitarist in the group. Pete Oliver who
was the lead guitarist, spent many hours helping me to pick up the basics of bass
playing and painstakingly taught me some songs that The Rivals needed to play.
By the Summer of 1965, the group had become more proficient and picked up
more gigs, so I was able to buy a Selmer amplifier with loudspeaker and also a
second-hand Höfner Violin 500/1 Bass guitar for about £45. This turned out to
be the first of several of those Höfner’s that I’ve owned over the years.
I wrote some notes about the Höfner Violin Bass that you can read about here:http://www.halleonard.com/product/viewproduct.do?itemid=333174&lid=1&key

Although we all had other daytime commitments, playing music very quickly
became a full-time job. We had to buy equipment and meet up regularly to
practise.

1965

Later in 1965 my Höfner Violin bass guitar was stolen from our van whilst it was
parked in the Guildford station yard, near to The Harvest Moon club. Luckily it
was found again very soon afterwards. Great thanks to Nigel Enever who spotted
it in a second-hand shop next to the Onslow Street bus station. The Surrey
Constabulary were hot on the case after Nigel phoned my brother Mike; who in
turn called the boys in blue.
As things quickly progressed, we changed our mode of transport to a more
modern Rootes ‘Commer’ van and my brother Mike became our Manager. On
the day of a Gig everyone was rounded up. Then we went to the venue to set up
the equipment. At the end of the evening’s performance after all equipment was
dismantled and packed up; everyone had to be taken home again. It sounds easy
but it was hard work – it certainly was ‘a hard day’s night’ !

1966

Joe 1966

The Rivals played their final Gig together in 1967. The next time that I played
was at ‘Kingston Mines’ in Chicago during the 1990’s. Forty-five years after the
Rivals, I was lucky enough to play another session in The Crazy Elephant at
Clarke Quay in Singapore.

My interest in music moved towards studio recording over the years; a pastime
that I’ve continued to this day, even though my career moved in a very different
direction.

*Notes from Mike Dunn:

Our first Bedford van cost £25 in 1965 and I found it in the East End close to
where I worked at the time. It turned out to be incredibly reliable. I never knew
exactly what went on in the back of it (or the next one - a Rootes ‘Commer’
bought during 1966), but the others might remember.
The Harvest Moon Club had some great acts. The Rivals frequently played on a
Friday and they once played back-to-back with Eric Clapton (who lived in
Ripley). Eric had played with the John Mayall and the Bluesbreakers the night
before us on Thursday 17th March 1966. I don’t think we ever met him that time
and we certainly didn’t realise that we were sharing a venue with someone who
went on to become one of the World’s greats.

The Rivals years were fine ones and we all learnt a hell of a lot about real life
in the music business.

In particular, Stuart had great belief in what we did and who he wanted to
emulate. I always thought that Pete had great talent, but was a little too reserved
to let it show most of the time. On stage the focus was mainly on Stuart the lead
singer, with his great personality.
Mike Dunn

*Notes from Nigel Enever (brother of The Rivals drummer):
Before my brother John became the drummer in The Rivals, we had played
together in ‘skiffle’ groups and then in ‘beat’ groups.
Through the grapevine, we had heard that The Rivals might be needing another
drummer. By joining them, it looked as though this would be a step up for John.
I was quite happy for him to take that opportunity; although my group ‘The
Weysiders’ then had to find another drummer !

I think that by the time John had played in The Rivals for a while, my parents
had well and truly got used to both of us coming home late ! Without any doubt
they worried about us - as all parents would; but they never stopped us playing
music or discouraged us. John even went on to become a professional musician
for a time.
In reality I didn't see or hear that much of The Rivals, as I was busy playing in
other bands at the same time - firstly The Weysiders and then ‘The Whiskey
Ring’. Though two songs that I particularly remember them playing were "Too
Much Monkey Business" (Yardbirds) and "Please Stay" (from Burt Bacharach;
but beautifully captured by Zoot Money’s Big Roll Band). I recall some good
guitar work by Pete during The Yardbirds song and some great vocals by Stuart
that were modelled on Zoot’s ballad. The drums and bass were solid as ever.
One evening in late 1965, I was out with a friend in Guildford and we looked in
the window of a second-hand shop. We saw a Höfner Bass that looked just like
Joe’s. They were pretty distinctive and had been made famous by Paul
McCartney. I guessed it might be Joe’s stolen one and phoned his home
immediately. Joe was out, but his brother Mike answered. He drove to Guildford
to meet us at the shop and he confirmed that was Joe’s bass in the window !
Stuart was (and still is) a great personality and singer. I had known him from
school. We were both at Godalming Grammar School, although he was three
years below me. He was a dominant personality, even in the first form and a good
cricketer to boot. After the Rivals, John and I played with Stuart in a group called
the Switch. Then in around the year 2000, I caught up with Stuart after a period
of about thirty years. By that time, he was in a band called the Fugitives. Soon
afterwards, we got to play with Stuart again at a one-off gig at the Civic Hall in
Guildford.
They were good days and great memories. It's splendid that the band can still get
back together for a reunion after all the intervening years.
Nigel Enever

*Further notes from Pete Oliver:
24-12-65. The Carousel Club in Farnborough was a similar idea to the Harvest
Moon Club, but with brighter lighting. At this point it had only recently opened.
Unfortunately, I had wanted to try a different way of stringing the Gibson SG,
and this was its first live outing. It proved a total disaster, with the strings unable
to stay anywhere near in tune for more than two seconds. They all had to be
changed as soon as I got home that night, ready for the next gig.

8-5-66. A Sunday afternoon performance in Brixton at the Ram Jam Club, to a
packed venue was probably the loudest gig we ever played. The DJs insisted that
we use the house PA instead of our own, so Joe and Pete cranked up the volume
to ‘11’. John had to play as loud as the kit would stand and hope for the best. The
short set began with ‘Down Home Girl’. We couldn’t hear ourselves think and
we didn’t hear from them again.
17-05-66. The Commer van only had 59,215 miles on the clock. But sadly it
didn’t quite make it back to Cranmore Cottage on it’s maiden voyage. It broke
down somewhere on one of those Surrey lanes and had to be towed the last bit
of the journey to Cranmore Cottage - probably Mike was on one end of the tow
rope. Luckily it was only a minor fault and was fixed before the next gig on 20th
May. After an inauspicious start, that van ran like a sewing machine for the rest
of the life of the Rivals.
As with the previous one, the interior was adapted and kitted out by Joe, who
seemed to know where to find second-hand bus seats when they were needed. I
believe that they were supplied courtesy of the ‘Car Clinic’ scrap yard run by
Basil the “Mad Doctor” in Worplesdon.
We played a few times at East Horsley Sports Club. On one occasion (probably
16-4-66) there were no guests there when we were due to start, except caterers
and a few others. This was before the nonstop sets, but Stuart decided to kick-off
with three consecutive twelve-bar blues numbers in the same key (A) and all in
the same shuffle rhythm. John was not amused and gave Stuart the benefit of his
opinion in a somewhat forthright manner.
25-6-66. We played at the Marquee Club at 19 Wardour Street, but it was an
Audition on a Saturday morning. We got there early and managed to get our
equipment set up on the stage before any other Band had a chance to. With
hindsight, that turned out to be a bad mistake.

We had to play first and the Stage had to be cleared up quickly for other Bands
who would follow us (the ‘C Jam Blues Band’ were next). There was probably
only time for a three-number session, because there were about half a dozen
bands lined up and hoping for their big break. We started with ‘If You Live’, but
with no audience and no atmosphere whatsoever; we were not a hard act to
follow. We certainly had a rather weak excuse for not hitting ‘the Big Time’ that
day.
On the bright side, whilst in London there was a great opportunity to have some
daytime photos taken by Mike Dunn at the entrance to the Marquee Club.

Later we visited the area near the Houses of Parliament in Westminster.
June 1966

June 1966

Summer 66. Joe had the idea of mounting some flashing and coloured lights on
top of the PA speakers. This was done to good effect. He also had the idea of
stringing a sequence of songs together to make a continuous set running for thirty
to forty minutes without a break.
One night at the Harvest Moon in the days of those non-stop sets, a girl dancing
in front of the stage was heard to exclaim, “God, don’t you people ever stop”.

Several rehearsal sessions were spent creating two of these sequences and they
worked well. The first set began with the intro and then the ending of ‘I'll Go
Crazy’ (James Brown) which led into ‘Hold On I'm A Coming’ (Sam and Dave).
July 66. A private function at Claygate came at the end of a busy run of gigs. It
was the last before Joe went on holiday. Unusually, for geographical reasons,
John and I had to get the train to Claygate, where Joe met us in the van. When
we arrived at the venue, the hosts weren't nearly ready for us and suggested that
we head towards the local pub for a while.
Later we went back and got the function going. Joe was wearing a new pair of
trousers and he had come out with neither a belt nor any braces. He spent most
of the gig having to lean against the side wall of the stage to prevent his trousers
falling down. It wasn’t the most comfortable playing position.

We became an established band at the Harvest Moon Club from September 1965.
It was located near the railway station in the Rodboro Buildings in Guildford. By
February 1967, several similar venues were being taken over by London club
operators. On one occasion, The Rivals had been booked by the Harvest Moon
people through Joe’s brother Mike; but when we arrived, there was a band called
‘Pussyfoot’ already playing.
The local management knew nothing about that particular booking and were not
intending to pay them. It was assumed that they been sent by a London agency.
The Rivals were asked to come back later that evening and to start at 11:00 pm.
Main aspect Rodboro Buildings in 1965

Main aspect Rodboro Buildings in 2021

The price to see John Mayall with Eric Clapton was six shillings in those days.
It was the same price to see The Rivals. Times have changed a bit since then.

1960’s venue in Guildford

*Quote from Joe:
A hard act to follow (but we did)

1960’s venue in Guildford

*More from Pete Oliver:
On one occasion at The Harvest Moon club; When we were about to start the
second set, one of the bouncers came over with a song request. Sadly, he didn’t
know the title of the song and could only identify it by the guitar intro, which he
thought was great. Stuart had no idea what he was getting at until I pointed out
it was ‘What’cha Gonna Do About It’ (Doris Troy). In Stuart’s view, this was
the most hated of all my guitar intros and here was a bouncer asking for the song
specifically.
For a VERY short time this song had been performed as an opening number by
Joe and Pete, with Stuart coming in from the second song onwards. This was
obviously long before the days of the continuous set lists - and was not really a
very good idea.
At around the same time we created a slow blues in G (title forgotten) that was
still in use until mid-September 1965 when we first played at the Aldershot Naafi
Club.
John liked the intro of ‘On Broadway’ (The Drifters); Goff (from the Bumblies)
liked the way we did ‘Play With Fire’ (Rolling Stones); Barry (from Just Five)
was complimentary about ‘Good Morning Little Schoolgirl’ (Yardbirds).
Even before the non-stop sets, the Rolling Stones second album contained an
unusually long track called ‘Everybody Needs Somebody To Love’. We used to
keep this song playing for around 15-20 minutes at least.

The Harvest Moon

Rear view of Rodboro Buildings in 2021

Summer / Autumn 1966. Ultra-violet lights were becoming a bit of a thing in
clubs like the Harvest Moon. At that time Pete wore white jeans for playing, but
the material didn’t glow in the ultra-violet light, only the white cotton stitching
in the seams. Some of the more extrovert girls used to turn up in crocheted tops
with white bras underneath. Those bras certainly didn’t go un-noticed. So the
ultra-violet had properties that we’d not even considered.
Autumn 66 (Oct 1st). We set off in the van from Joe’s place. When we got onto
the Guildford road, there was a lad waiting at a bus stop that we passed. We
offered him a lift into town. When he realised that we were heading for a gig at
the Guildford and Godalming Rugby Club, he decided to support us there.
Autumn 1966. I was working in an office in Guildford, where a new female
Junior had just started working too. My young colleague Jim asked her where
she socialised at the weekend. It turned out that she and her boyfriend often went
to the Harvest Moon club. At that point I asked who her favourite band was and
she replied, “The Rivals”. That was when Jim warned her to be careful what she
said, because I was their lead guitarist (she hadn’t realised). It later emerged that
they were friends of Stuart and part of his social crowd.
Winter 1966. It took a long time, but eventually Stuart allowed himself to be
persuaded that he needed to buy a new Shure microphone.
Quite typically, The Rivals started playing music as a Rhythm & Blues band on
the heels of Chuck Berry, Little Richard, The Animals (House of the Rising
Sun). This included a few songs from The Rolling Stones first two albums.
After that The Rivals drifted away from R’n’B to include Mose Allison’s ‘If
You Live’ and ‘Sticks And Stones’ (which John hated to play). We also tried a
few Pop numbers like ‘Things We Said Today’ (The Beatles). Later, we became
a Soul band and performed numbers from Sam Cooke, Sam and Dave, Marvin
Gaye and Wilson Pickett.

In the early months of 1965, we wrote a first song. It was a collective effort by
Pete, Stuart, and Joe called ‘Now I’m Gone’ written by Pete with production
edits from Joe and Stuart. The recording was made at Cranmore Cottage with
Three Counties Recordings. We played this number for a while without attracting
any great attention.

Later we put recordings onto Oak Records vinyl. This was the label that was used
by the R.G. Jones multi-track studio in Morden.

‘Sola’ and ‘You Talk Too Much’ were made with John, Stuart, Pete and Joe at
the R.G. Jones studio - we also had some recording tips from a friend of Joe’s
called Charlie Day.

At the R.G. Jones studios in 1965

After an R.G. Jones session in 1965

Joe at Gateway Studios - Clapham

At Gateway Studios

At Gateway Studios

Pete at Gateway Studios

Joe spent a night in Plymouth, Montserrat in the West Indies in May 1984 on a
memorable visit; that included a conducted tour of the island’s Air Studios. They
had been founded by George Martin in 1979. Sadly the studios were unrepairably
damaged by hurricane Hugo that swept through the Carribean islands in 1989.
Eight years later in 1997, the island’s volcano erupted and 19 people were killed
when the capital Plymouth was partly buried under volcanic ash.

Pete at Gateway

11th Feb 1967 - The Rivals final gig

Rivals’ reunion Summer 2020

Reunion lunch Summer 2020 - around 55 years since it all began

Reunion Summer 2020 - Old Rivals

Summer 2021

Summer 2022
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